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With the rapid growth of user-generated content on the internet, automatic sentiment analysis of online
customer reviews has become a hot research topic recently, but due to variety and wide range of products
and services being reviewed on the internet, the supervised and domain-specific models are often not
practical. As the number of reviews expands, it is essential to develop an efficient sentiment analysis
model that is capable of extracting product aspects and determining the sentiments for these aspects.
In this paper, we propose a novel unsupervised and domain-independent model for detecting explicit
and implicit aspects in reviews for sentiment analysis. In the model, first a generalized method is pro-
posed to learn multi-word aspects and then a set of heuristic rules is employed to take into account
the influence of an opinion word on detecting the aspect. Second a new metric based on mutual informa-
tion and aspect frequency is proposed to score aspects with a new bootstrapping iterative algorithm. The
presented bootstrapping algorithm works with an unsupervised seed set. Third, two pruning methods
based on the relations between aspects in reviews are presented to remove incorrect aspects. Finally
the model employs an approach which uses explicit aspects and opinion words to identify implicit
aspects. Utilizing extracted polarity lexicon, the approach maps each opinion word in the lexicon to
the set of pre-extracted explicit aspects with a co-occurrence metric. The proposed model was evaluated
on a collection of English product review datasets. The model does not require any labeled training data
and it can be easily applied to other languages or other domains such as movie reviews. Experimental
results show considerable improvements of our model over conventional techniques including unsuper-
vised and supervised approaches.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of user-generated content on the
internet, the number of customer reviews that a product or service
receives grows rapidly. A significant number of websites, blogs
and forums (e.g., www.amazon.com, rottentomatoes.com,
epinions.com) allow customers to post opinions about a variety
of products or services. This online word of mouth behavior intro-
duces a new and important source of information for business
intelligence and marketing. In the other words customer reviews
are essential to other potential customers, retailers and product
manufacturers (potential users) in their efforts to understand the
general opinions of customers and help them to make better deci-
sions. As the number of customer reviews expands, it becomes
very hard for users to obtain a comprehensive view of opinions
of previous customers about various aspects of products through
a manual analysis. Consequently proper analysis and summariza-
tion of customer reviews can further enable potential users to visu-
alize previous positive and negative opinions about specific
features or aspects of products. Therefore it is highly desirable to
produce an automatic analysis or summary of customer reviews.

For the past few years, sentiment analysis (or opinion mining)
for online customer reviews has attracted a great deal of attentions
from researchers of data mining and natural language processing
[1,3,5,7,8,11,9,24,25,27,33].

Sentiment analysis is a type of text analysis under the broad
area of text mining and computational intelligence. Three funda-
mental problems in sentiment analysis are: aspect detection, opin-
ion word detection and sentiment orientation identification
[24,27,33].

Aspects are topics on which opinions are expressed. In the field
of sentiment analysis, other names for aspect are: features, product
features or opinion targets [3,5,7,8,6,12,24,27,33]. Aspects are
important because without knowing them, the opinions expressed
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Aspect: Phone
#Positive review sentences: 164 

(Highlighted review sentences) 
#Negative review sentences: 37 

(Highlighted review sentences) 

Aspect: Battery life
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in a sentence or a review are of limited use. For example, in the re-
view sentence ‘‘after using iPod, I found the size to be perfect for
carrying in a pocket’’, ‘‘size’’ is the aspect for which an opinion is
expressed. Likewise aspect detection is critical to sentiment analy-
sis, because its effectiveness dramatically affects the performance
of opinion word detection and sentiment orientation identification.
Therefore, in this study we concentrate on aspect detection for sen-
timent analysis.

Existing aspect detection methods can broadly be classified into
two major approaches: supervised and unsupervised. Supervised
aspect detection approaches require a set of pre-labeled training
data. Although the supervised approaches can achieve reasonable
effectiveness, building sufficient labeled data is often expensive
and needs much human labor. Since unlabeled data are generally
publicly available, it is desirable to develop models that work with
unlabeled data. Additionally, due to variety and wide range of
products and services being reviewed on the internet, supervised,
domain-specific or language-dependent models are often hard to
apply. Therefore we conclude the framework for the aspect detec-
tion must be robust and easily transferable between domains or
languages.

In this paper, we present a novel unsupervised model which ad-
dresses the core tasks necessary to detect explicit and implicit as-
pects from review sentences in a sentiment analysis system. Our
model differs from existing techniques in that it requires no la-
beled training data or additional information, not even for the ini-
tial seed information. Therefore the model can easily be transferred
between domains or languages. The proposed model is based on
the observation that there is inter-relation information between
the aspects in reviews. Inter-relation information is the probability
of the co-occurrence of two aspects in a review. Therefore the mod-
el explores review dataset by using both frequency-based and in-
ter-relation information to find the aspects. Furthermore we have
found that opinion words and aspects themselves have relations
in opinionated sentences. Finally the model uses explicit extracted
aspects and opinion words to detect implicit aspects.

In the remainder of this paper, Section 2 gives a definition of the
aspect-level sentiment analysis, detailed discussions of existing
works on aspect detection will be given in Section 3. Section 4 de-
scribes the proposed aspect detection model for sentiment analy-
sis, including the overall process and specific aspects of the
design of the workflow. Subsequently we describe our empirical
evaluation and discuss the major experimental results in Section 5.
Finally we conclude with a summary and some future research
directions in Section 6.
#Positive review sentences: 220 
(Highlighted review sentences) 

#Negative review sentences: 76 
(Highlighted review sentences) 

Aspect: Sound quality
#Positive review sentences: 49 

(Highlighted review sentences) 
#Negative review sentences: 22 

(Highlighted review sentences) 

Aspect: Size
#Positive review sentences: 81 

(Highlighted review sentences) 
#Negative review sentences: 13 

(Highlighted review sentences) 

Aspect: Price
#Positive review sentences: 19 

(Highlighted review sentences) 
#Negative review sentences: 31 

(Highlighted review sentences) 
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Fig. 1. Example 1 of an aspect-based sentiment summary.
2. Aspect-level sentiment analysis

Opinions can be expressed about anything, e.g., a topic, a prod-
uct, a service, an individual, an event, an organization or any attri-
butes of them. Hence we use the notation of aspect to denote the
target object that has been evaluated. An opinion (as expressed
by means of opinion words) is a positive or negative sentiment,
attitude, emotion or appraisal about an aspect. Positive and nega-
tive are called sentiment or opinion orientations [10,6]. In general
there are two types of reviews: standard and ironic reviews. Ironic
review refers to the specific case of text where a sentence or
expression with prior positive polarity is figuratively used for
expressing a negative opinion. Ironic expressions are recognized
in literature as a specific phenomenon that can harm sentiment
analysis systems [2,18,19].

Sentiment analysis at the document-level or at the sentence-
level is useful in many applications, but it does not provide the
necessary detail needed for many use cases. A positive document
or sentence sentiment for a certain object does not mean that the
author has positive opinions on all aspects of the object. Likewise,
a negative document or sentence sentiment does not mean that
the author dislikes everything. In a document or sentence, the
author may describe both positive and negative aspects of the
product object, although the general sentiment on the object
may be either positive or negative. Document and sentence sen-
timent analysis does not provide such information. To obtain
these details we need to switch to a more fine-grained level of
analysis and apply the aspect level sentiment analysis. Most as-
pect-level sentiment analysis approaches require the availability
of opinions from a large number of users [10,31]. For the feasibil-
ity therefore, some form of summary of opinions is desirable. A
common approach is called aspect-based opinion summary [10].
Figs. 1 and 2 represent two types of illustration of aspect-based
opinion summarization.

Figs. 1 and 2 are illustrating two examples of aspect-based sen-
timent summary modeling. The models summarize all the reviews
of a particular cellphone. For each model we can see which aspects
have been taken into account, plus the number of positive and neg-
ative review sentences. In Fig. 1 we have highlighted individual re-
view sentences additionally.

In aspect-level sentiment analysis there are two types of
aspects: explicit and implicit. For example, in the sentence, ‘‘The
signal quality of this phone is amazing’’, the aspect is ‘‘signal qual-
ity’’ of the object represented by ‘‘this phone’’. In this example the
aspect is an explicit aspect as it appears in the sentence. In the
sentence, ‘‘This phone is too light’’, the aspect is ‘‘weight’’ which
is an implicit aspect as it does not appear in the sentence but it
is implied. In the proposed model in this paper we study the prob-
lem of detecting explicit and implicit aspects in sentiment analysis
for standard and ironic reviews.
3. Related works

Several methods have been proposed, mainly in the context of
product review mining in a broad range of study fields, from doc-
ument to aspect level sentiment analysis for standard, ironic or
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Fig. 2. Example 2 of an aspect-based sentiment summary.
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spam reviews [3,7,8,6,12,16,21,27,33,18,19]. In the review mining
task, aspects usually refer to opinion targets and product features,
which are defined as product components or attributes. Existing
aspect and product feature extraction techniques use both
supervised and unsupervised methods for finding explicit and
implicit aspects from a review [3,5,7,14,16,17,21–24,27,29,33–35].

The earliest attempt at aspect detection was based on the clas-
sic information extraction approach of using frequently occurring
noun phrases presented by Hu and Liu [7]. Their work can be con-
sidered as the initiator work on aspect extraction from reviews.
They use association rule mining (ARM) based on the Apriori algo-
rithm to extract frequent itemsets as explicit product features, only
in the form of noun phrases. In association rule mining, the algo-
rithm does not consider the position of the words in a sentence,
therefore in order to remove incorrect frequent features, they use
feature pruning that consists of compactness pruning and redun-
dancy pruning. Their approach works well in detecting aspects that
are strongly associated with a single noun, but are less useful when
aspects encompass many low-frequency terms. Proposed model in
our study works well with low-frequency terms and uses heuristic
POS patterns to extract the candidates for aspect. In addition to the
frequency-based information, our model uses inter-relation infor-
mation between the aspects.

Popescu and Etzioni [16] developed an unsupervised informa-
tion extraction system called OPINE. Given a particular product
and a corresponding set of reviews, OPINE first extracts noun
phrases from reviews and retains those with frequency greater
than an experimentally set threshold and then assesses those
by OPINE’s assessor for extracting explicit aspects. The assessor
evaluates a noun phrase by computing a Point-wise Mutual
Information (PMI) score between the phrase and meronymy dis-
criminators associated with the product class. OPINE outputs a
set of product aspects, each accompanied by a list of associated
opinions which are ranked based on strength. Our approach
differs from OPINE in the representation and construction of
extraction patterns and in the measurements of extracted
aspects.

Yi et al. [29] developed a set of aspect candidate extraction heu-
ristics for extracting an aspect from product reviews. They intro-
duced an aspect as a part of relationship with the given topic, an
attribute of relationship with the given topic, and an attribute of
relationship with a known aspect of the given topic. Based on the
observation that aspect terms are nouns, they extract only noun
phrases from documents and apply two feature selection algo-
rithms, mixture language model [32] and likelihood ratio [4]. The
process of candidate generation in our study is similar to the Yi
et al. approach, but our proposed patterns include more candidates
for the aspects.

Somprasertsri and Lalitrojwong’s [21] proposed a supervised
model for aspect detection by combining lexical and syntactic fea-
tures with a maximum entropy technique. They defined four dif-
ferent features for learning the maximum entropy: Aspects and
their POS tags, Rare words, Alphanumeric feature and Dependency
from syntactic parse tree. They extracted the learning features
from an annotated corpus. Their approach uses a maximum entro-
py classifier for extracting aspects and includes the postprocessing
step to discover the remaining aspects in the reviews by matching
the list of extracted aspects against each word in the reviews. We
use Somprasertsri and Lalitrojwong’s work for a comparison to our
proposed model, because the model in our study is completely
unsupervised.

Wei et al. [27] proposed a semantic-based product aspect
extraction (SPE) method. The SPE technique exploits a list of po-
sitive and negative adjectives defined in the General Inquirer to
recognize opinion words semantically and subsequently extract
product features (aspects) expressed in customer reviews. Their
approach begins with preprocessing task, and then employs the
association rule mining to identify candidate product aspects.
The SPE technique employs the same pruning rules as proposed
in [7] in the pruning step to produce frequent product aspects
from the set of candidate aspects. Afterward, on the basis of the
list of positive and negative adjectives defined in the General In-
quirer, the semantic-based refinement step identifies and then re-
moves from the set of frequent aspects possible non-product
aspects and opinion-irrelevant product aspects. In addition, the
semantic-based refinement step attempts to discover infrequent
product aspects and adds them to the list of product aspects ex-
tracted. The SPE approach relies primarily on frequency- and
semantic-based extraction for the aspect detection, but in our
study we use frequency-based and inter-relation information be-
tween the aspects and give more importance to multi-word as-
pects and aspects with an opinion word in the review sentence.
Additionally in our model we extract implicit aspects from review
sentences.

Finally, Zhu et al. [35] developed an aspect-based unsuper-
vised opinion polling system. In their work, a multi-aspect boot-
strapping method based on RlogF metric [20] and an ambiguity
degree is proposed to learn aspect-related terms for each aspect
to be used for aspect identification. RlogF metric for each aspect
candidate t can be computed by: f(t, T) ⁄ R(t, T), where f(t, T) is
the frequency of co-occurrence of candidate aspect t and current
seed set T, and R(t, T) is the ratio of f(t, T) over frequency of t. By
calculating RlogF, they rank aspect candidates based on the RlogF
values, and then they propose three scores: rank-based score,
ambiguity degree and importance score. Zhu et al. define the
rank-based score based on the extracted ranks of RlogF values.
In their approach they prefer single-word aspects over multi-
word aspects. Therefore they proposed an ambiguity degree
based on the RlogF metric to penalize the multi-word aspects. Fi-
nally they defined an importance socre for each candidate aspect
by combining rank-based and ambiguity degree scores. In addi-
tion they use an aspect-based segmentation model by introducing
a criterion function to segment a multi-aspect sentence into mul-
tiple single-aspect units as basic units for opinion polling. There
are two differences between their approach and ours: (i) they
use supervised seed information while in our approach we auto-
matically select the seed set, and (ii) instead of RlogF for scoring
each candidate aspect, we propose method, named A-score met-
ric, uses both frequency-based and inter-relation information of
words to score each candidate aspect. In our study we conduct
experiments using unsupervised seed information could achieve
favorable performance.

Our work on aspect detection is designed with the aim to min-
imize the role of supervision, so as to maximize the possibility to
use it across different types of domains, as well as across lan-
guages. The motivation is to build a model to work on the charac-
teristics of the words in reviews and inter-relation information
between them, and to take into account the influence of an opinion
word on detecting the explicit or implicit aspect.
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4. Aspect detection model for sentiment analysis

Fig. 3 gives the architectural overview of the proposed model
used for detecting explicit and implicit aspects in sentiment anal-
ysis. The basic hypotheses in this model are about using frequency-
based and inter-relation information of the aspects together,
employing the influence of an opinion word in the review sentence
and giving more importance to multi-word aspects. This model
proves using these hypotheses all together attain to highly effec-
tive results for product aspect extraction.

The model performs the detection in four main steps: finding
multi-word aspects and using heuristic rules, employing proposed
iterative bootstrapping with A-score metric, aspect pruning and
detecting implicit aspects. The input to the model is a dataset of re-
views and the output is a set of aspects from the reviews. Firstly,
the model segments the reviews into sentences, then for each sen-
tence POS tagging is performed, and candidates for aspects and
words corresponding to the polarity lexicon are extracted. Then a
stemming step is used for each aspect candidate, and single- and
multi-word aspects are extracted by utilizing a generalized statis-
tical measure. Some heuristic rules are applied to filter less infor-
mative aspects. Then a bootstrapping algorithm is employed,
based on a newly-defined metric and an unsupervised initial seed
set, to find aspects with the highest information. Not all aspects
detected by the bootstrapping algorithm are genuine and useful as-
pects. There are also some redundant ones. Therefore the model
uses aspect pruning to remove these incorrect aspects. Finally a
new graph-based approach for extracting implicit aspect is
introduced.

Below, we discuss each of the functions in the proposed aspect
detection model of Fig. 3.
Review datasets

Extract review 
sentences

Extract POS patterns

Candidate generation

Aspect candidates

Initial seeds for aspects

Iterative bootstrapping 
algorithm

Aspect pruning

Explicit aspects

Identify implicit 
aspects

Polarity
Lexicon

Polarity
Lexicon

Stemming

Multi-word
aspects

Heuristic rules

Fig. 3. The proposed model for aspect detection for sentiment analysis.
4.1. Part-of-Speech tagging and stemming

The model starts with extracting review sentences, and then for
each of the sentences POS tagging is utilized, and candidates for as-
pects are extracted and stemmed. A Part-Of-Speech Tagger (POS
Tagger) is a software package that reads text and assigns parts of
speech tags to each word, such as noun, verb, adjective, etc. In this
paper we focus on five POS tags: NN, JJ, DT, NNS and VBG, for
nouns, adjectives, determiners, plural nouns and verb gerunds
respectively [13]. Stemming is used to select one single form of a
word instead of different forms. The goal of stemming is to reduce
inflectional forms and sometimes derivationally related forms of a
word to a common base form. In this work we use the Stanford
software package for both POS tagging and stemming [26].

4.2. POS patterns and candidate generation

Based on the observation that aspects are nouns, in the model
we extract combination of noun phrases and adjectives from
review sentences. We use several experimentally extracted POS
patterns which we introduce as heuristic combinations in Table 1.

From Table 1, heuristic combinations of the first row selects the
candidate aspects from the noun phrase patterns like ‘‘NN’’, ‘‘NNS’’,
‘‘NN NN’’ and etc. The second row uses patterns like ‘‘JJ NN’’, ‘‘JJ
NNS’’, ‘‘JJ NN NN’’ and so on. The third row of the Table 1 selects
candidates based on the pattern ‘‘DT JJ’’, and the last row of the ta-
ble uses heuristic patterns like ‘‘DT VBG’’, ‘‘VBG NN’’ and ‘‘NN VBG
NN’’.

Fig. 4 is a portion of an actual review for a digital camera from
www.amazon.com. The phrases in bold are examples for the aspects
we intend to extract. The phrase ‘‘digital camera’’ is extracted from
the pattern ‘‘JJ NN’’, phrases ‘‘picture quality’’ and ‘‘lens cover’’ are
based on the pattern ‘‘NN NN’’, and ‘‘zooming lever’’ extracted by
‘‘VBG NN’’ POS pattern.

4.3. Multi-word aspects

In the review sentences, some aspects that people talk about
have more than one single word, ‘‘battery life’’, ‘‘signal quality’’
and ‘‘battery charging system’’ are examples. This step is to find
useful multi-word aspects from the reviews. A multi-word aspect
is represented by a = a1, a2, . . ., an where ai represents a single-word
contained in a, and n is the number of words contained in a.

In this paper we propose a generalized version of FLR method
[15] to rank the extracted multi-word aspects and select the
importance ones. FLR is a word scoring method that uses internal
structures and frequencies of candidates (FLR: Frequencies and Left
and Right of the current word). One of the advantages of the FLR
method is its size-robustness, that it can be applied to small corpus
with less significant drop in performance than other standard
methods like TF and IDF, because it is defined using more fine-
grained features [30].

The FLR for an aspect a is calculated as:

FLRðaÞ ¼ f ðaÞ � LRðaÞ ð1Þ

where f(a) is the sentence frequency for aspect a, in other words it is
the number of sentences that contain aspect a, and LR(a) is the LR
Table 1
Heuristic combination POS patterns for candidate generation.

Description Patterns

Nouns Unigram to four-gram of NN and NNS
Nouns and adjectives Bigram to four-gram of JJ, NN and NNS
Determiners and adjectives Bigram of DT and JJ
Nouns and verb gerunds Bigram to trigram of DT, NN, NNS and VBG



I just bought the digital camera a few days ago. before I get 
used to it , here are my first feelings, the picture quality is so 
great, the lens cover is surely loose, the zooming lever is 
shaky , I hope it does not operate mechanically, otherwise 
you'll feel uneasy .

Fig. 4. Sample digital camera review.

Function modifiedFLRforAnAspect(aspect a) 
BEGIN

define initialized FLR = 1; 
define String s[] = aspect a split by space (" "); 
if (aspect a contains only one word) return FLR; 
define three double arrays (l[], r[] and lr[]) each with the length equal to 
the number of distinct words in aspect a;   
for each distinct word i in aspect a 
{
 l[i] = 1; 
 r[i] = 1; 
 for each aspect in the list of candidateAspects 
 { 
 define String x = candidateAspects[k]; 

if(x contains s[i]) 
define String xSplit = x split by space (" "); 

 if(xSplit.length > 1) 
 { 
 search s[i] in x and set its index to j 
 if (x contains more than two words) 
 { 
  if j shows the first word in x 
   r[i] += 1; // weight = 2 
  else if j shows the last word in x 
   l[i] += 1; 
  else if j shows a word in the middle of x 
  { 
   l[i] += j; // weight = j 
   r[i] += j; 
  } 
 } 
 else 
 { 

if j shows the first word in x 
   r[i] += 1; // weight = 1 
  else if j shows the last word in x 
   l[i] += 1; 
  else if j shows a word in the middle of x 
  { 
   l[i] += 1; 
   r[i] += 1; 
  }   
 } 

} // end if 
 } // end for  
 lr[i] = Math.sqrt(l[i]*r[i]); 
 FLR = FLR*lr[i]; 
}
FLR = Frequency(aspect a)*Math.pow(FLR, 1/s.length); 
return FLR; 

END

Fig. 6. Modified version of FLR method for ranking multi-word aspects.
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score of aspect a which is defined as a geometric mean of the scores
of subset single-words as:

LRðaÞ ¼ ðlrða1Þ � lrða2Þ � . . . � lrðanÞÞ ^ ð1=nÞ

In this equation, each ai represents a single-word in the multi-
word aspect a, and n is the number of single-words in a. Note that
LR is a measure for a multi-word aspect, whereas lr is a measure for
subwords of the aspect.

An LR method is based on the intuition that some words are
used as sub-words more frequently than others [30], and an aspect
that contains such words is likely to be important. There are two
versions for scoring with LR: Type-LR and Token-LR [30]. Type-
and Token-LR can be calculated by counting the frequency of the
types of words and frequency of the words connected to each
word. In this word we apply Type-LR method for our proposed
FLR. Therefore in the previous formula lr(ai) can be defined as:

lrðaiÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lðaiÞ � rðaiÞ

q
where the left score l(ai) of each word ai of a target aspect is defined
as the number of types of words appearing to the left of ai, and the
right score r(ai) is defined in the same manner.

As an example, consider the word ‘‘Sound’’ from Fig. 5, for
which the Type-LR score is calculated as follows:

lðSoundÞ ¼ 1; rðSoundÞ ¼ 4; lrðSoundÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
4
p

And Token-LR score for ‘‘Sound’’ is:

lðSoundÞ ¼ 2; rðSoundÞ ¼ 10; lrðSoundÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
20
p

As the Type-LR can reflect the number of different types of
words connected to the current word, here in our methods we
use Type-LR score.

The main advantage of our proposed modified version of FLR is
that it can extract all multi-word phrases and it is not only limited
to two- or three-word phrases. The proposed modified and gener-
alized FLR method is shown in Fig. 6. The generalization of this
method is on the definition of two parameters: l(ai) and r(ai). We
define l(ai) and r(ai) with regard to all words on the left and all
word in the right of word i respectively. Therefore we change the
definitions to give more importance to the aspects with more con-
taining words. In the new definition, in addition to the frequency
we consider position of ai in aspect a. For the score l(ai) of each
word ai of a target aspect, we not only consider a single word to
Volume

Quality

Setting

Recorder

SoundPhone

2 times

3 times

4 times

2 times

1 time

Fig. 5. An example for calculating Type-LR score.
the left of ai, but we check if there is more than one word on the
left. We assign a weight for each position, that this weight is equal
to one for the first word on the left, is two for the second word and
so on. We define the score r(ai) in the same manner. In addition, we
apply the add-one smoothing to both of them to avoid the score
from being zero when ai has no connected words.

4.4. Heuristic rules

With finding the candidates, we need to move to the next level,
aspect identification. For this matter we start with heuristic and
experimentally extracted rules. Below, we discuss two rules in as-
pect detection model.

Rule #1: Remove aspects which there are no opinion words with in
the sentence.
Rule #2: Remove aspects that contain stop words.

As the purpose of extracting aspects is to construct a sentiment
analysis system, if no opinion words appear with the aspect phrase,



1 PC Suite is a software package used to establish an interface between mobile
devices like a cellphone and computers.
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the aspect is not very valuable. Therefore we employ Rule #1 for
the proposed model. Opinion words are words that people use to
present a positive or negative opinion. Most of the opinion words
come as an adjective in sentence, hence in this study we check
adjective phrases for opinion words in Rule #1, and therefore we
extract adjective phrases from review sentences to construct a
polarity lexicon. To illustrate the effect of Rule #1, we will demon-
strate its working to the review sentences ‘‘signal strength will af-
fect the battery life.’’ and ‘‘battery life is very good, I use it every
day and I have to charge it every 5 or 6 days or so.’’ Both sentences
talk about the aspect ‘‘battery life’’, the first sentence is not an
opinionated sentence and tells a fact about battery life, whereas,
the second sentence expresses an opinion or sentiment about ‘‘bat-
tery life’’. By applying Rule #1 we can ignore sentences without
opinions like the first sentence for candidate aspect extraction.

With Rule #2 we remove candidate aspects that contain stop
words as they are considered not to contribute any semantic
weight. For instance, pattern ‘‘JJ NN’’ from Table 1 can extract some
incorrect aspect candidates like ‘‘other phone’’. According to Rule
#2 this ‘‘other phone’’ should be removed for the set of candidate
aspects. In our experiment these heuristic rules turned out to im-
prove the performance of aspect detection model.

4.5. Initial seeds for aspects

As mentioned above, our model is completely unsupervised and
can do without any labeled data, but the bootstrapping algorithm
needs some initial seeds for the input to find the rest of the aspects.
Therefore we introduce A-score metric to extract a small list of as-
pects from the candidates as seed information. In our experiments
we found that by using A-score, the top 10 highest values of the as-
pects could have perfect precision on the dataset. Hence, we focus
on selecting some aspects from the candidates as seed set informa-
tion by using an unsupervised metric, the A-score. The initial seed
set is the input for the iterative bootstrapping algorithm in the
model.

4.6. A-score metric

In this paper we introduce a new approach for evaluating aspect
candidates, the A-score. In order to explain the A-score measure, it
is helpful to first introduce PMI.

4.6.1. Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)
PMI is a measure of association used in information theory and

statistics. The PMI value of two random variables is a quantity that
measures the mutual dependence of the two random variables. In
other words, for the field of text mining PMI compares the proba-
bility of observing two words together with the probabilities of
observing two words independently. So it can be used to estimate
whether the two words have a genuine association or just be ob-
served by chance [22]. Researchers have applied this measurement
to many natural language processing and data mining problems
such as feature selection and text classification.

PMI can be computed by:

PMIða; bÞ ¼ log
Pða; bÞ

PðaÞPðbÞ ð2Þ

where P(a, b) is the probability of co-occurrence of word a and word
b together, and P(a) and P(b) are the probability of occurrence of
word a and word b in the review documents respectively. Usually,
word probabilities P(a), P(b) and joint probabilities P(a, b) can be
estimated by counting the number of observations of a, b and the
co-occurrence of a and b in a corpus normalizing by the size of
the corpus.
Intuitively PMI measures if the co-occurrence of a and b is more
likely than their independent occurrences. The quality of the PMI
algorithm largely depends on the size of training data. If there is
no co-occurrence of a and b words in the corpus, the accuracy of
PMI becomes an issue.

4.6.2. A-score
Here we introduce a new metric, named A-score which is orig-

inally based on PMI, but A-score uses both frequency-based and in-
ter-relation information between words to score them. We score
each candidate aspect with A-score metric defined as:

A� ScoreðaÞ ¼ f ðaÞ � Rilog2 f ða; biÞ=f ðaÞ � f ðbiÞ½ � � N þ 1ð Þ ð3Þ

where a is the current aspect, f(a) is the number of the sentences in
the corpus which a is appeared, f(a, bi) is the frequency of co-occur-
rence of aspect a and bi in each sentence. bi is ith aspect in the list of
Seed Aspects, and N is number of sentences in the corpus. The A-
score metric is based on mutual information between an aspect
and a list of aspects, in addition it considers the frequency of each
aspect. We apply the add-one smoothing to the metric, so all co-fre-
quencies are non-zero. This metric helps to extract more informa-
tive aspects and more co-related ones. We use A-score metric to
extract both initial Seed Aspects and Final Aspects. When we utilize
A-score to extract initial Seed Aspects bi is ith aspect in the list of
Candidate Aspects.

4.7. Iterative bootstrapping algorithm for detecting aspects

The iterative bootstrapping algorithm focuses on learning the
ultimate list of aspects from a small amount of unsupervised seed
data. Bootstrapping can be viewed as an iterative clustering tech-
nique for which in each iteration, the most interesting and valuable
candidate is chosen to adjust the current seed set. This technique
continues until satisfying a stopping criterion like a predefined
number of outputs. A crucial task for an iterative bootstrapping
algorithm is how to measure the value score of each candidate in
each iteration. The proposed iterative bootstrapping algorithm
for detecting aspects is shown in Fig. 7. In this algorithm we use
A-score metric to measure the value score of each candidate in
each iteration.

From Fig. 7, the task of the proposed iterative bootstrapping
algorithm is to enlarge the initial seed set and generate a final list
of aspects. In each of the iterations, the current version of the seed
set and the list of candidate aspects are used to find the value score
of A-Score metric for each candidate, resulting one more aspect for
the seed set. Finally, the augmented seed set is the final aspect list
and the output of the algorithm.

4.8. Aspect pruning

After finalizing the list of aspects, there may exist redundant se-
lected ones. For instances, ‘‘Suite’’ or ‘‘Free Speakerphone’’ are both
redundant aspects, while ‘‘PC Suite1’’ and ‘‘Speakerphone’’ are
meaningful ones. Aspect pruning aims to remove these kinds of
redundant aspects. For aspect pruning, we introduce two kinds of
pruning below.

4.8.1. Subset-Support pruning
As we can see from Table 1, two of the POS patterns are ‘‘JJ NN’’

and ‘‘JJ NN NN’’. These patterns extract some useful and important
aspects like ‘‘remote control’’ or ‘‘optical zoom’’, but there are some
redundant and meaningless aspects regarding to these patterns.
Aspects like ‘‘free speakerphone’’ or ‘‘rental dvd player’’ are



Algorithm: A-Score Iterative Bootstrapping for Detecting Aspects
Input: Seed Aspects, Candidate Aspects
Output: Final Aspects
Method:

While(stopping criterion)
For each aspect in Candidate Aspects

A = A-score(aspect)
If A > max then max = A

End For
Add aspect with maximum A-score to the Seed Aspects

End While
Copy Seed Aspects to the list of Final Aspects

Return Final Aspects

Fig. 7. The proposed iterative bootstrapping algorithm for detecting aspects.

Table 2
Examples of implicit aspects in review sentences for Nokia 6610.

Review sentence Implicit aspect

It is small Size
I like my phone to be small so I can fit it in my pockets Size
This is a very light phone Weight
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examples, while subsets of them ‘‘speakerphone’’ or ‘‘dvd player’’
are useful aspects. This step checks multi-word aspects that start
with an adjective (JJ POS pattern), and removes those that are likely
to be meaningless. In this step we remove the adjective part for as-
pects and then check a threshold if the second part is meaningful,
we introduce a threshold named Subset-Support for the aspect a as
the following,

Subset� SupportðaÞ ¼ ðcount of the aspect a

þ 1Þ=ðcount of remaining part of aspect a

þ 1Þ
ð4Þ

Experiments show using this step will increase accuracy of the
model.
4.8.2. Superset-support pruning
In this step we remove redundant single word aspects. We filter

single word aspects which there are superset ones of them. ‘‘Suite’’
or ‘‘life’’ are both examples of these redundant aspects which ‘‘PC
Suite’’ or ‘‘battery life’’ are superset meaningful ones. Superset-
Support pruning is like redundancy pruning in [7], but the differ-
ence is we remove those rare single word aspects which their fre-
quency ratio to the frequency of the superset is below than an
experimentally threshold set one. The experiments show removing
based on the ratio on superset aspect will give us more accurate list
of aspects.
Fig. 8. A sample of association graph between aspects and opinion words.
4.9. Identification of implicit aspects

This section is focused on identifying implicit aspects in re-
views. In this paper, like Su et al.’s work (2008), we consider that
an implicit aspect should satisfy the following conditions:

- The related aspect word does not occur in the review sentence
explicitly.

- The aspect can be discovered by its surrounding words (e.g.
opinion words) in the review sentence.

Table 2 shows three examples of implicit aspects in review sen-
tences for Nokia 6610 from www.amazon.com.

We propose a graph-based approach for identifying implicit as-
pects in the reviews. By utilizing a polarity lexicon and a list of pre-
defined aspects, we draw a graph for aspects and opinion words
(see Fig. 8). The graph uses an opinion word from the polarity lex-
icon as a node and maps this node to the set of the aspects nodes.
In the graph, we set an edge to a pair of nodes if they co-occur to-
gether in a review sentence, and we assign initial weight w to the
edge as the number of their co-occurrence. In the proposed
approach we use extracted aspects and opinion words from the
previous sections.

Using only the co-occurrence of aspect and opinion word for
identifying implicit aspects are not enough, therefore we define a
function to measure the association of an aspect and opinion word
as:

co� occurrenceðaspect; opinion wordÞ

¼ log
waspect;opinion word

degreeaspect � degreeopinion word
þ e

 !
ð5Þ

In this approach we use this function to update the weights in
the graph. In the function, waspect, opinion word is the current weight
of the edge between node aspect and node opinion word, degreeaspect

is the number of distinct opinion words that appear with the as-
pect, degreeopinion word is the number of distinct aspects that appear
with the opinion word and � is a parameter to prevent the fraction
from getting zero when the waspect, opinion word is zero. The co-occur-
rence measure compares the probability of observing aspect and
opinion word together with the probabilities of observing them
independently. We use value of the co-occurrence measure to up-
date the weight of the edge between node aspect and node opinion
word.

In the approach, after updating the weights of edges in the
graph, we define a gap-threshold to describe the margin between
co-occurrence measures values of aspects for an opinion word.
Based on the gap-threshold we extract a list of most likely implicit
aspects for each of the opinion words in the polarity lexicon.



Table 3
Summary of customer review datasets.

Dataset Number of
reviews

Number of
review sentences

Number of
manual aspects

Canon G3 45 597 100
Nikon Coolpix 4300 34 346 74
Nokia 6610 41 546 109
Creative Labs Nomad

Jukebox Zen Xtra
95 1716 180

Apex AD2600 99 740 110

Table 4
Detailed information of the five review datasets.

Dataset Number of reviews Number of review sentences

Canon 484 5875
Nikon 503 4335
Nokia 471 4069
Creative 525 6206
Apex 497 4124

Table 5
Contingency table.

Not predicted as aspect Predicted as aspect

Wrong aspects TN FP
Correct aspects FN TP
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5. Experimental results

In this section we discuss the experimental results for the pro-
posed model and presented algorithms. To report the effectiveness
of our model first we evaluate the results for each individual step
in of our model, and then we compare the results with the bench-
marked results by Wei et al. [27] and Somprasertsri and Lalitroj-
wong’s [21]. Finally we discuss about identification of implicit
aspects. In the following, data collection, evaluation measures
and important evaluation results will be discussed.

5.1. Data collection

We employed datasets of customer reviews for five products
with feature annotations for our evaluation purpose [7,17]. This
dataset focus on different domain of electronic products: Apex
AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD player, Canon G3, Creative Labs
Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40 GB, Nikon Coolpix 4300, and Nokia
6610, and have been widely used by researchers for opinion
mining. Table 3 shows number of reviews, number of review
sentences and the number of manually tagged product aspects
for each product in this dataset. Since these five datasets are
small for aspect detection in review mining, we crawled many
other product reviews from Amazon.com and cnet.com. The de-
tails of each dataset are given in Table 4. Newly extracted prod-
uct reviews are from the same domain as Table 3, but the
difference is that they are not from the same specific product
but from similar series of the product. For example ‘Canon’ in
Table 4 shows reviews for ‘Canon g3’, ‘Canon g6’, ‘Canon g7’
and ‘Canon g10’.

Since the product features in the customer review datasets in
Table 3 have already been annotated by human annotators, these
annotated product features form a gold standard for the corre-
sponding domain and we use them as reference values for each
dataset.

5.2. Evaluation measures

We use precision, recall, F-score and accuracy to measure the
effectiveness of an aspect extraction technique.

The precision, recall and F-score are calculated based on Table 5
as:

Precision ¼ TP=ðTP þ FPÞ ð6Þ
Recall ¼ TP=ðTP þ FNÞ ð7Þ
F � score ¼ ð2 � ðPrecision � RecallÞÞ=ðPrecisionþ RecallÞ ð8Þ

The accuracy is the proportion of true results (both true posi-
tives and true negatives) in the population. It is computed based
on Table 5 as:

Accuracy ¼ ðTP þ TNÞ=ðTN þ FP þ FN þ TPÞ ð9Þ

To deal with multiple datasets (products), we adopt the macro
and micro average [28] to assess the overall performance. The
macro- and micro-averaged precision and recall across the n data-
sets are defined as follows:

Macro� averaged precision ¼
Pn

i¼1Precisioni

n
ð10Þ

Macro� averaged recall ¼
Pn

i¼1Recalli

n
ð11Þ

Micro� averaged precision ¼
Pn

i¼1TPiPn
i¼1ðTPi þ FPiÞ

ð12Þ

Micro� averaged recall ¼
Pn

i¼1TPiPn
i¼1ðTPi þ FNiÞ

ð13Þ
The macro average is calculated by simply taking the average
obtained for each dataset, which gives an equal weight for every
dataset and product. Whereas the micro average assigns each data-
set a relative weight on the basis of the number of extracted or
manually tagged aspects for the dataset.

5.3. Comparative study

In our evaluation, after preprocessing and extracting the candi-
dates, we score each multi-word aspect with the generalized FLR
method and select those with the score higher than the average,
and then we merge single-word and multi-word aspects in a list.
Heuristic rules are then employed for the whole list of single-
and multi-word aspects to take into account the influence of an
opinion word on detecting the aspect and remove useless aspects.

Finding an appropriate number of good seeds for bootstrapping
algorithm is an important step. In our experiments we used
A-score metric to extract automatically the seed set. We have
experimented with different numbers of seeds (i.e., 5, 10, 15 and
20) for iterative bootstrapping, and found that the best number
of the seeds is about 10–15. Therefore seeds were automatically
chosen for iterative bootstrapping algorithm, and the stopping cri-
terion is defined when about 70–120 aspects have been learned.
For the subset-support pruning method we set the threshold 0.5.
In superset-support pruning step if an aspect has a frequency lower
than three and its ratio to the superset aspect is less than experi-
mentally threshold set one, it is pruned. Table 6 shows the exper-
imental results of our model at three main steps described in
Section 3, Multi-word aspects and heuristic rules, Iterative boot-
strapping with A-score and Aspect pruning steps.

Table 6 gives all the precision and recall results at the main
steps of the proposed model for explicit aspect extraction. In this
table, column 1 lists each product. Each column gives the precision
and recall for each product. Column 2 uses extracted single-word
aspects and selected multi-word aspects based on generalized
FLR approach and employing heuristic rules for each product.
The results indicate that extracted aspects contain a lot of errors.



Table 6
Recall and precision for three main steps of the proposed model.

Dataset Multi-word aspects and
heuristic rules

Iterative bootstrapping
with A-score

Aspect
pruning

Precision
Canon 26.7 75.5 84.1
Nikon 28.4 69.8 87.5
Nokia 23.9 73.5 79.0
Creative 14.8 80.1 90.0
Apex 19.3 78.8 82.0
Average 22.62 75.54 84.52

Recall
Canon 85.7 74.0 70.7
Nikon 82.4 72.5 68.6
Nokia 84.1 72.5 71.0
Creative 78.9 59.2 57.1
Apex 74.6 65.1 65.1
Average 81.14 68.66 66.5

Table 7
Experiment results of comparative study.

Product ARM SPE Proposed model

P R P R P R

Canon 51.1 63.0 48.7 75.0 84.1 70.7
Nikon 51.0 67.6 47.4 75.7 87.5 68.6
Nokia 49.5 57.8 56.5 72.5 79.0 71.0
Creative 37.0 56.1 44.0 65.0 90.0 57.1
Apex 51.0 60.0 52.4 70.0 82.0 65.1
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Using this step alone gives poor results in precision. Column 3
shows the corresponding results after employing Iterative boot-
strapping algorithm with A-score metric. We can see that the pre-
cision is improved significantly by this step but the recall drops.
Column 4 gives the results after pruning methods are performed.
The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the pruning methods.
The precision is improved dramatically, but the recall drops a few
percent.

5.3.1. Comparing the model to Wei et al.’s work
We evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed model and

compared the results with the benchmarked results by Wei
et al. [27]. Wei et al. proposed a semantic-based product aspect
extraction (SPE) method and compared the results of the SPE with
the association rule mining approach (ARM) given in [7]. The SPE
technique exploits a list of positive and negative adjectives de-
fined in the General Inquirer to recognize opinion words seman-
tically and subsequently extract product aspects expressed in
customer reviews.

Table 7 shows the experimental results of our model on preci-
sion (P) and recall (R) in comparison with SPE and ARM tech-
niques for the customer review datasets. Both the ARM and SPE
techniques employ a minimum support threshold set at 1% in
the frequent aspect identification step for finding aspects accord-
ing to the association rule mining. From this table we can see that
the proposed unsupervised model outperforms other techniques
in precision, but in recall SPE has a slightly better performance.
To assess the overall performance of techniques, Figs. 9 and 10
show the macro and micro average for precision and recall
respectively.

From the figures, the macro-averaged precision and recall of the
existing ARM technique are 47.9% and 60.9% respectively, whereas
the macro-averaged for precision and recall of the SPE technique
are 49.8% and 71.6% respectively. Thus the effectiveness of SPE is
better than that of the ARM technique, recording improvements
in macro-averaged precision and recall. However, our proposed
model outperforms both benchmark techniques in precision,
achieving a macro-averaged precision of 84.5%. Specifically,
macro-averaged precision obtained by the proposed model is
36.6% and 34.7% higher than those reached by the existing ARM
technique and SPE, respectively. The proposed model reaches to
a macro-averaged recall at 66.5%, where improves the ARM by
5.6%, but it is about 5.1% less than SPE approach. When considering
the micro average measures, we observe similar results to those
we obtained by using macro average measures.

It is notable that the proposed model and techniques have a
more substantial improvement in precision than in recall. In the
other words, our model makes significant improvements over
other techniques in all the datasets in precision, but in recall SPE
has better performance. For example, our model records 36.6%
and 34.7% improvements in terms of macro-averaged precision
over the ARM and SPE techniques respectively, and 38.1% and
35.6% improvements in terms of micro-averaged precision. How-
ever, the proposed model achieves an averagely higher recall than
the ARM technique but a slightly lower recall than the SPE tech-
nique. One reason is that for the iterative bootstrapping algorithm
we limit the number of output aspects between 70 and 120 as-
pects, therefore the precision for the output will be better than
the recall.

Additionally, Fig. 11 shows the F-score values of different ap-
proaches using different product datasets. In all five datasets, our
model achieves the highest F-score. This indicates that our unsu-
pervised model is effective in extracting aspects and is superior
to the existing techniques. We can thus draw the conclusion that
our model can be used in practical settings, in particular those
where high precision is required.
This comparative evaluation suggests that the proposed model,
which involves frequency-based and inter-relation information
between the aspects and gives more importance to multi-word as-
pects and uses the influence of an opinion word in the review sen-
tence, attains better effectiveness for product aspect extraction.
The existing ARM technique depends on the frequencies of nouns
or noun phrases for the aspect extraction, and SPE relies primarily
on frequency- and semantic-based extraction of noun phrases for
the aspect detection. For Example, our model is effective in detect-
ing aspects such as ‘‘digital camera’’ or ‘‘battery charging system’’,
which both ARM and SPE failed on extraction of these aspect
phrases. Additionally, we can tune the parameters in our model
to extract multi-word aspects with less or more words. For exam-
ple aspect ‘‘canon power shot g3’’ can be found by the model.
Therefore, the results show that using a completely unsupervised
approach for aspect detection in sentiment analysis could achieve
promising performances.
5.3.2. Comparing the model to a supervised technique
As mentioned before, the proposed model is an unsupervised

domain-independent model. We therefore empirically investigate
the performance of using a supervised technique for aspect detec-
tion in comparison to the proposed model. We employ results of a
supervised technique from Somprasertsri and Lalitrojwong’s work
(2008). They proposed an approach for aspect detection by com-
bining lexical and syntactic features with a maximum entropy
model. Their approach uses the same dataset collection of product
reviews we experimented on. They extract the learning features
from the annotated corpus of Canon G3 and Creative Labs Nomad
Jukebox Zen Xtra 40 GB from customer review dataset. In their
work, the set of data was split into a training set of 80% and a
testing set of 20%. They employed the Maxent version 2.4.0 as
the classification tool. Table 8 shows the micro-averaged precision,
micro-averaged recall and micro-averaged F-score of their system
output in comparison to our proposed model for the Canon and
Creative datasets.
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Table 8 shows that for the proposed model, the precision is im-
proved dramatically by 15.9%, the recall is decreased by 4.1% and
the F-score is increased by 4.3%. Therefore our proposed model
and presented algorithms outperforms the Somprasertsri and Lali-
trojwong’s model. The significant difference between our model
and theirs is that they use a fully supervised structure for aspect
detection, while our proposed model is completely unsupervised
and domain-independent. In most applications the supervised
techniques can achieve reasonable effectiveness, but preparing
training dataset is a time consuming task and the effectiveness of
the supervised techniques greatly depends on the representative-
ness and labeling of the training data. In contrast, unsupervised
models automatically extract product aspects from customer re-
views without needing any training data. Moreover, the unsuper-
vised models seem to be more flexible and wider applicable than
the supervised ones, in particular for environments in which vari-
ous and frequently expanding products or services get discussed in
customer reviews.
5.4. Analyzing implicit aspect identification

We also evaluated the identification of implicit aspects for the
customer review dataset. Here for the discussion and analysis of
the implicit aspect identification method we focus more on the re-
view dataset of Nokia 6610 product. First we extract a list of co-oc-
curred opinion words with aspects for each extracted explicit
aspect from the previous section as the polarity lexicon and then
we create an association graph of aspects and opinion words based
on the co-occurrence frequency of them as initial weights. Table 9
shows an example of the initial weights for the five selected opin-
ion words and six selected aspects in the graph for Nokia 6610
product.

Based on the initial weights from Table 9 and the co-occur-
rence metric we calculate the new weights for the graph and se-
lect a list of most likely implicit aspects for each opinion word.
Table 10 shows co-occurrence metric values for the examples in
Table 9.
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Table 8
Micro-averaged precision, recall and F-score for supervised maximum entropy and
our unsupervised model.

Precision Recall F-score

Maximum entropy model 71.6 69.1 70.3
Proposed model 87.5 65 74.6

Table 9
Initial weights for some opinion word and aspect examples in the association graph.

Battery
life

Sound
quality

Size Phone Price Signal Weight
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For each opinion word, we have got its updated weight on each
aspect. We need to further map them to one or several most suit-
able aspects according to their co-occurrence scores and gap-
threshold. In our experiments, we set the gap-threshold to 0.01.
When the margin is greater than the gap-threshold we say that
the two aspects have a gap. With each opinion word and co-occur-
rence scores of them with aspects, we find every gap value from
high to low, and judge the opinion word which the aspect should
belong to according to the sequence. We use PMI to compare the
results of our approach to for five selected opinion words and six
selected aspects. The difference between our approach and the
PMI measure is that we use distinct occurrences of words and dis-
tinct co-occurrences of them, but the PMI uses the number of all
observations. In addition, we use a parameter � to prevent the frac-
tion from getting zero. Table 11 shows PMI scores for the examples
in Table 9.

Based on the proposed approach, we map the opinion words in
our polarity lexicon to the pre-extracted list of aspects. For com-
parison we use PMI measure for the customer product review data-
set. In the dataset there are 156 opinionated review sentences that
the aspect not appeared in the sentence, which our proposed ap-
proach reaches to 74.36% accuracy for detecting implicit aspects
and the PMI measures to 67.95% accuracy. In our experiments,
the proposed approach for identifying implicit aspects reaches to
more accurate lists of aspects than the PMI measure. Table 12 gives
some experimental example results of sorted candidate implicit as-
pects for opinion words based on the co-occurrence and PMI scores
for the Nokia 6610 review dataset.
Great 2 2 0 16 1 1 0
Good 3 4 1 6 0 1 0
Small 0 0 4 6 0 0 0
Excellent 0 2 0 2 0 1 0
Perfect 0 0 3 4 0 1 0
Light 0 0 0 4 0 0 4
5.5. Analyzing aspects in ironic reviews

The final analysis of the proposed model is to study explicit
and implicit aspects from ironic reviews. Ironic review is a
sophisticated form of opinionated text in which the author conveys
his/her opinion in an implicit way. Two examples for the ironic re-
views are:

1. ‘‘It’s not that there is not anything positive to say about the film.
There is. After 92 min, it ends!’’

2. ‘‘Everything else about the camera is great!’’

These two examples, according to some user-generated labels,
could be ironic or sarcastic. However, the issue we want to focus
on does not lie in detecting ironic expressions in every review,
but rather in finding what aspects most of the reviews are about,
i.e. the first review is talking about the aspect ‘‘film’’ and the sec-
ond one is about aspect ‘‘camera’’.

We extracted manually a subset of ironic reviews from the
dataset in Table 3 to apply the proposed model to detect explicit
and implicit aspects. We scanned the collection and filter out the
reviews with rating less than four stars. The reasons for this deci-
sion rely on the viral purpose and the ironic effect. The viral pur-
pose causes that people to post reviews which the main purpose
is to raise superficial properties and non-existent effects. The ironic
effect assumes that if someone ironically wants to reflect proper-
ties or features of an object he or she does not do it by rating the
products with one or two stars. Instead he or she rates them with
the highest scores [19]. After applying this filter, an ironic set of re-
views extracted manually, which their frequencies are much less
than 10% of total reviews.

The identification of explicit and implicit aspects for the ironic
review set is evaluated to find out what explicit or implicit aspects
most of the ironic reviews are about. Table 13 gives some experi-
mental example results of aspects for the ironic set of reviews.



Table 10
Co-occurrence metric values (updated weights) for the examples in Table 8.

Battery life Sound quality Size Phone Price Signal Weight

Great 0.051530 0.036994 0 0.062228 0.064130 0.025995 0
Good 0.060542 0.057715 0.020464 0.018616 0 0.020464 0
Small 0 0 0.341037 0.084889 0 0 0
Excellent 0 0.045088 0 0.009683 0 0.031709 0
Perfect 0 0 0.137504 0.028855 0 0.047306 0
Light 0 0 0 0.043069 0 0 0.584963

Table 11
PMI scores for the examples in Table 8.

Battery life Sound quality Size Phone Price Signal Weight

Great 0.010647 0.008878 0 0.006227 0.026472 0.010647 0
Good 0.018696 0.020759 0.005691 0.002745 0 0.012491 0
Small 0 0 0.028855 0.003506 0 0 0
Excellent 0 0.018379 0 0.001619 0 0.022026 0
Perfect 0 0 0.029953 0.003237 0 0.022026 0
Light 0 0 0 0.003824 0 0 0.101283

Table 12
Mapping results of some example opinion words.

Opinion
word

List of aspects based on PMI List of aspects based on
proposed approach

Great Price Price, phone
Good Sound quality, battery life, signal,

size, phone
Battery life, sound quality

Small Size Size
Excellent Signal, sound quality Sound quality, signal
Perfect Size, signal Size
Light Weight Weight

Table 13
Some experimental example results of aspects for the ironic reviews.

Wireless telephone Menu option

Reception User interface
Phone Screen
Customer service Picture
Key Player
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By analyzing the results we established that the aspects dis-
cussed in ironic reviews are the same as standard reviews. For
example, the proposed model extracted aspect ‘‘phone’’ from the
ironic review sentence ‘‘I can routinely talk on the phone in my
house, which is an unaccustomed luxury!’’ The main differences
between an ironic and standard text are about the way authors ex-
press their sentiment, use opinion words or negations. In other
words, irony is a playful use of language in which a speaker implies
the opposite of what is literally said about same aspects as in stan-
dard reviews, i.e. a type of indirect negation or a sentiment in di-
rect opposition to what is actually believed. The main problem
for ironic reviews is about assigning either positive or negative
polarity to determine what the truth value of a certain statement
is.

6. Conclusions

In this research we study sentiment analysis and opinion min-
ing for online reviews. When dealing with mining online reviews,
it is often expensive and time consuming to construct labeled data
for training purposes and it is desirable to develop a model or algo-
rithm that can do without labeled data. In this paper we therefore
proposed an unsupervised domain- and language-independent
model for detecting explicit and implicit aspects from the reviews.
The proposed model is able to deal with three major bottlenecks:
domain dependency, the need for labeled data, and implicit
aspects. We proposed a number of novel techniques for mining as-
pects from reviews. We used the inter-relation information be-
tween words in a review and the influence of an opinion word
on detecting an explicit aspect. Furthermore we described an ap-
proach which uses a co-occurrence metric to calculate the associ-
ation between opinion words and explicit aspect to identify
implicit aspects. Our experimental results indicate that our model
is effective in performing the task and outperforms other tech-
niques. We can draw the conclusion that the model can be used
in practical settings, in particular those where high precision is
required.

In our future work, we plan to further improve and refine our
model for aspect detection, opinion word detection and opinion
word orientation identification. We have also planned a study on
ironic review mining to investigate about explicit/implicit aspects
of ironic reviews of a product review dataset. We plan to employ
clustering methods in conjunction with the proposed model in this
paper to extract the explicit and implicit aspects and explicit and
implicit opinion words together to summarize output based on
the opinions that have been expressed in the reviews. Finally, we
will try to build an opinion summarization system which could
works on different domains of different languages like English, Per-
sian or Dutch.
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